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FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF HUMAN TIBIA
AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Abstract: A procedure for creation of subject specific finite element (FE) models of human tibia is described in the
paper. Model geometry and material properties are based on medical images, obtained by computed tomography
(CT) scanning. The most important steps of the procedure are: extraction of polygonal model from medical images,
creation of surface model based on polygonal model and creation of FE model. An important step in subject specific
FE model creation is assignment of material properties, which should also be subject specific. To achieve this goal,
material properties were assigned to FE model by means of automatic mapping of CT numbers onto FE models,
based on correlation between bone density and elastic properties of bone material. Optimal mesh density was
established through convergence checks, performed on a series of FE tibia models of growing mesh density. The
paper also describes a preliminary analysis of a created FE model, which was performed in order to check model
integrity and validity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Injuries or pathological processes (tumors and
others) of human osteoarticular system are very
common reasons for large number of surgical
interventions. These interventions often require
planning the process of surgery, as well as application
of different implants or fixators. Nowadays, it is
possible to use such medical aids due to increasing
application of modern technologies in medicine, which
enable computer-assisted planning of surgery [1].
Application of computer technologies results in
accurate and precise geometry of bones and fixators
[2]. The technique of Reverse Engineering (RE) is
usually used for defining the precise geometry of bones
[3], while the modeling of implants and fixators is
performed by application of computer technologies
such as Rapid Prototyping (RP) [4]. These techniques
have been applied in planning of complex surgical
interventions, modeling and constructing implants,
medical devices, surgical tools, as well as in tissue
engineering [5]. Mentioned technologies for precise
defining of geometry may also be used for simulation
of behavior of human osteoarticular system and nested
implants or fixators, which would help achieve high
efficiency in performing of certain orthopedic surgery.
Common bones fractures are those of long bones,
and one of the most often is the fracture of tibia. Tibia
fractures can be classified according to place, type and
local mechanism of the fracture [6]. These fractures can
be divided into two groups, that is, into fractures which
appear at proximal and distal ends of tibia [7]. In order
to enable easier treatment of the patient and optimize
the shape of the implant or fixator which is to be used
in the operation, it is necessary to apply the methods of
simulation. Method of simulation based on finite
element method was developed by Brekelmans in 1972,
for the purpose of understanding mechanical behavior
of the skeleton under mechanical loads in orthopedic

surgery [8]. Brekelmans described the application of
finite element method (FEM) in stress analysis of twodimensional femur model. FEM based simulation of
bone behavior and its application in orthopedics have
been expanding ever since. Apart from the fact that this
approach can provide answer to many scientific
questions, there is still the need to improve this method
for its easier and faster application in orthopedic
surgery.
Large number of recent studies was based on
general bio-mechanical behavior of the entire bone.
The study described in this paper relies on bone
material properties that are based on values of
radiological tissue density, which were obtained from
CT. Its aim was to create FEM model of tibia for stress
analysis of tibia-implant or tibia-fixator assembly. It
also included the creation of CAD model, necessary for
FEM model construction. It is very important to note
that accuracy of numeric solution of FEM model is
influenced by following factors: boundary conditions,
accuracy of the shape of finite element mesh created in
CAD model based on CT scan data, and regularity of
the finite elements shape.
2. PROCESS OF CREATING FEM MODEL OF
TIBIA
Process of creating subject specific model of human
tibia for testing the state of strain by application of
FEM, is performed in following stages:
• Extracting and generating polygonal model based
on CT scan.
• Creation of CAD model based on polygonal model.
• Creation of FEM model.
2.1 Extracting and generating polygonal model
based on CT scan
First phase of extracting and generating polygonal
model of tibia starts with collecting data obtained from
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computer tomography, that is, CT scan of lower
extremities of the patient. In this case, resolution of CT
image was 0.5 mm Fig. 1. [2, 3, 9].

residual cracks in polygonal model it is also necessary
to perform “healing”.

Fig. 3. Polygonal model of tibia, with removed
segments of surrounding bones and soft tissue
Fig. 1. Image of lower extremities obtained by
computer tomography. Views in orthogonal
coordinate system are presented in the figure
CT scan provides data necessary for creating “point
cloud”, which is later used in selected CAD software
for the purpose of creating the geometrical image of the
bone by reverse engineering. Using the applications for
editing medical images obtained by computer
tomography, interest zones for creation of FEM model
are being selected. In this case, based on the selected
zone, “point cloud” which corresponds to external
surface of tibia and the surface which divides internal
bone structure into area of bone tissue and area of bone
marrow was created. During “point cloud” creation, a
large number of points in internal bone structure that do
not belong to the surfaces defining its internal zones are
often selected Fig. 2. This problem is prominent in
older patients, due to common appearance of
osteoporosis. Selected points represent “noise” which
poses problems in further generating of geometrical
model [9].

Fig. 4. Polygonal model with chaotic distribution of
triangles, grouped according to internal structure
of tibia. These cases are most often the
consequence of osteoporotic bone scan
The following step is increasing the level of
“smoothness”, if necessary. Application of relevant
approximation functions helps creation of NURBS
surface which represents the external envelope of
model of tibia Fig. 5. Final step, after forming the
surface model, is creation of solid model of tibia, by
filling the volume of external surface.

Fig. 2. Polygonal model of tibia and surrounding bones
parts, created based on “point cloud”

Fig. 5. NURBS surface which represents the external
envelope of tibia

2.2 Creation of CAD model based on polygonal
model
The following phase, after extracting and generating
polygonal model, is removing parts and segments
which do not belong to tibia. This primarily refers to
removing parts of surrounding bones: femur, fibula and
talus, as well as residual parts of soft tissue and veins
Fig. 3., which leads to clean polygonal model for
further creation of geometrical model.
After cleaning polygonal model, it is necessary to
remove triangles on external bone surface which
interfere in internal layer of the bone Fig. 4. Due to

2.3 Creating FEM model of tibia
In this phase, the most important steps are creation
of finite element mesh of optimal density and assigning
appropriate material properties to the model. Process of
material properties assignment can be performed in two
manners. One of them is mapping the material that is,
assigning characteristics of material to each finite
element of the model, based on data obtained by CT
scan of the patient. The other method is dividing
internal bone structure into zones and assigning
equivalent module of elasticity of bone tissue to
corresponding bone zones.
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2.3.1Creating FEM model for analysis of tibia
Finite element mesh on tibia model consists of
tetrahedral finite elements of second order, the size of
which grows towards the inside of the model.
The choice of optimal mesh density was based on
results convergence test, where several consecutive
meshes of growing density were used [10, 11]. Number
of elements was increased according to the geometrical
progression, whereas every side of the element formed
in the previous step was divided by a half of its length.
The convergence was tested by comparison of
changes in stress values between two consecutive
solutions in selected areas Fig. 6., which are located in
the zones with critical values of stress. The difference
of stress values in selected nodes, compared to the
previous step, was in the range from 0.057 % to 0.666
%. Since the difference was small, it was concluded
that optimal mesh may be built using the average value
of element edge equal to 2 mm and total number of
elements is 145492. It is considered that the
discretization error is reduced to minimum in this
manner and that potential errors in analysis can be
ascribed to other factors, such as material modeling or
boundary conditions.

and their mechanical characteristics [12]. If it is
assumed that the bone is non-homogenous and
isotropic, the most common relation is the one between
the module of elasticity and apparent bone density.
Morgan’s relation [12] defined in 2003, was used in
this study and it states:
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where E represents the module of elasticity, and ρapp is
the apparent bone density. Obtained values of elasticity
module are reduced to a hundred constant values; and
based on these values, a hundred different materials
were defined and assigned to finite elements of FEM
model.
2.3.3 Description of preliminary analysis of created
FEM model
Preliminary FEA of tibia model was performed, for
the purpose of testing the integrity of the model and
efficiency of practical application of described
principles.
In the process of material mapping, it was necessary
to take into consideration the thickness of compact
bone. Since the bone is very thin on proximal and distal
end, testing the convergence determines the density of
mesh which best describes the structure of tibia in these
areas, and the final result of the analysis contains the
satisfactory level of accuracy.
Surfaces were created on the model envelope,
which approximately correspond to the zones of joints
and muscles activities. Loads taken from literature [7]
were applied at proximal end of tibia, as equally
distributed pressure acting on created surfaces of joints
and muscles [13, 14]. Distal end of model was
encastred.
Distribution of equivalent strain on the surface of
FEM model of tibia, obtained by preliminary analysis,
is presented on Fig. 7. Maximal values of the strain
appear approximately at 1/3 of distance between distal
and proximal ends.

Fig. 6. Test of convergence of necessary mesh density
based on monitoring changes of stress values in
selected nodes
2.3.2Mapping of material on finite elements mesh
Material mapping, based on mechanical material
properties obtained by correlation with CT image,
represents the approach to material modeling which
enables the fastest creation of the subject specific
model of human bones. It is based on the fact that
certain gray values on the CT scan, which are
expressed in HU units (according to the Hounsfeld’s
scale), for known parameters of X-ray tube, correspond
to certain values of radiological tissue density. On the
other hand, these values can be correlated with
apparent bone density. Different authors also analyzed
the relation between density of different types of bones

Fig. 7. Results of state of strain obtained by preliminary
analysis as spotting critical points around distal
end of tibia where the highest values of strain
appear
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3. CONCLUSION
Computer aided technologies have wide range of
application in orthopedic surgery. This study presents
their application in analysis of tibia, using FEM.
Models obtained in this manner can significantly
improve understanding of mechanical behavior of tibia
exposed to different loading scenaria. Described
procedure for creating FEM model of human tibia can
also be used for creating models of other human bones.
Defined procedure for creation of FEM model
enables subsequent solving of the following tasks:
• Creating model of bone-implant assembly and
stress analysis of its components, for the purpose of
choosing the material, optimal shape, dimensions
and position of the implant.
• Detailed analysis of typical load cases on tibia,
during everyday activities of the patient.
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